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IMPORTANT NOTICE: The Kingdom Calendar sets the pattern, not necessarily the starting point, for the prophetic 

counting days of Daniel and Revelation. The manner in which the counting periods align in the Biblical Festival 

Calendar pattern, one connected to the other, is verified by the precision in which they align “to the day” between 

the Biblical Fasts & Festivals every three and one-half years; this only God could have ordained, well in advance of 

their fulfillment. No time chart of Bible prophecy has ever come close to this type of Festival accuracy, including the 

use of every major timeline in Daniel and Revelation, combined into one chart.  

 

The Jerusalem quake, which will cause the collapse of the Western Wall and the Temple Mount structures, could 

occur at any moment, on any given day, month and year; thereby, taking away daily worship at the Wall and 

Mount in Jerusalem (Daniel 12:11). Major conflict would erupt between the nations and Middle-East religions—

Judaism, Islam and Christianity, initiating the end-time events Jesus foretold in Matthew 24, along with the 

mysterious counting periods written in the Book of Truth (Daniel 10:21). At the collapse, we must begin counting 

the 1,290 days, one by one, along with the other timelines in the books of Daniel and Revelation. 

 

No matter what day the Jerusalem/Temple Mount disaster occurs, the counting must begin; and, this we can be 

assured, at the end of the 1,290, 1,260, 1,150 and 490 counting days Michael, the Seventh Angel will suddenly 

descend and the voice of God will be heard. Yeshua our Messiah will “change the times and seasons” with a 

massive global earthquake, tilting earth’s axis (Daniel 2:20-22; Isaiah 24:20) to bring to a conclusion the counting 

periods during the Autumn “season” in Israel, and to fulfil God’s High Holy Days at the “time” of His choosing. Every 

one of the counting periods of The Kingdom Calendar will march to their conclusion on schedule with no further 

delay, based on Messiah’s sworn statement to His two witnesses—His “servants the prophets”—Moses and Elijah 

on the banks of the river: “It will be for a time, times and half a time. When the power of the holy people has been 

finally broken, all these things will be completed.” (Daniel 12:5-7; Revelation 10:5-7). The mystery of God will be 

accomplished. 

 

 


